Summary The neural mechanism involved in the analysis of complex sounds was studied. By using a given cat's voice, the responses of the neurons at various levels of the auditory pathway to a cat's voice were analyzed with regard to the time patterns and the probability of firing by using a band-pass or band-rejection filter at particular center frequencies. In the cochlear nerve fibers, the responses to a cat's voice were a simple sum of the responses to the filtered components of the cat's voice. No mutual inhibitory interaction due to the coexisting frequency components in the vocalization was found at this level. However, the mutual inhibitory interaction was clearly found in the cochlear nucleus and became more evident at higher auditory centers reaching up to the medial geniculate body. The degree of this inhibitory interaction was different from neuron to neuron. Several collicular auditory neurons did not respond to a cat's voice, but did to filtered components. In an extraordinary case, a similar neuron was also found in the cochlear nucleus. The neural process of the feature extraction from complex sounds is attributed to the synaptic mechanism of mutual inhibitory interactions. On the other hand, the majority of neurons in AI of the cortex showed an integrative action.
Summary The neural mechanism involved in the analysis of complex sounds was studied. By using a given cat's voice, the responses of the neurons at various levels of the auditory pathway to a cat's voice were analyzed with regard to the time patterns and the probability of firing by using a band-pass or band-rejection filter at particular center frequencies. In the cochlear nerve fibers, the responses to a cat's voice were a simple sum of the responses to the filtered components of the cat's voice. No mutual inhibitory interaction due to the coexisting frequency components in the vocalization was found at this level. However, the mutual inhibitory interaction was clearly found in the cochlear nucleus and became more evident at higher auditory centers reaching up to the medial geniculate body. The degree of this inhibitory interaction was different from neuron to neuron. Several collicular auditory neurons did not respond to a cat's voice, but did to filtered components. In an extraordinary case, a similar neuron was also found in the cochlear nucleus. The neural process of the feature extraction from complex sounds is attributed to the synaptic mechanism of mutual inhibitory interactions. On the other hand, the majority of neurons in AI of the cortex showed an integrative action.
In a previous paper (WATANABE, 1972) , the response patterns of single auditory neurons to FM, AM, and FM-AM sounds were reported. It was concluded that the neurons in the higher auditory centers were responsive only to particular stimuli. Further studies were expanded by using more complex sound stimuli, namely, tape-recorded species-specific vocalization, to clarify the mechanism involved in analyses of such complex auditory signals as a voice. In this paper the feature extraction processes of the neurons from a given cat's voice were explored along the auditory pathway from the periphery up to the auditory cortex (AI).
METHODS
Experiments were carried out on 28 adult cats . The animals were anesthetized with the intraperitoneal injection (60 mg/kg) of Dial. Surgery for neuronal recordings at the various regions in the auditory pathway was the same as described previously (KATSUKI et al., 1958 (KATSUKI et al., , 1959 . Single unit recordings were made on the left side of the brain with tungsten microelectrodes. Sound stimuli were delivered with a condenser earphone in a closed-sound system to the ipsilateral ear for the recording from the cochlear nerve and nucleus and to the contralateral ear for the recording from the inferior colliculus, the medial geniculate and the auditory cortex. The reference level of the tone-bursts (0 dB) corresponded to 86 dB SPL relative to 0.0002 dyne/cm2 and the peak intensity of the vocalization at 0 dB was made the same as the maximum amplitude of 86 dB SPL tone. The tape-recorded voice of a given cat, representing a usual class of this species' vocal repertory, was used as an acoustic stimulus. A magnetic tape was made to let the voice out at 2.2 sec intervals. A trigger-pulse on the second channel of the tape preceded the onset of the vocalization by 10 ms. The wave-form of this cat's voice (top), amplitude vs. time (middle) and sound-spectrogram (bottom left) are shown in Fig. 1 . In the sound-spectrogram, the abscissa represents the time and the ordinate frequency. Several FM (frequency-modulated) components, in part with descending or ascending modulations at various rates (df/dt), and AM (amplitude-modulated) components are seen. Some of components may have dropped off owing to the frequency-characteristics of the tape-recorder but, as far as the spectrum was concerned, there were only four distinct harmonics in the voice pattern, which were arranged almost parallel to each other over the same course of time. The fundamental frequency was approximately 0.6 kHz and mainly occupied the latter part of the voice pattern. The second harmonic of 1.2 kHz was the dominant component in this pattern. This relatively simple harmonic structure of the vocalization was still much too complicated to deduce acoustic features necessary for the neuronal responses. In solving this problem, a band-pass filter or a band-rejection filter was used on the cat's voice. A frequency analyzer (Bruel and Kjaer 2107) was used as the filters. The characteristic of the band-pass filter was 45 dB/octave and that of the band-rejection filter was much sharper, as shown in Fig. 3 . When the center frequency of the band-pass filter was adjusted to fit, a certain band with the center frequency of fn was extracted from the cat's voice; the filtered component is denoted by Ffn. The soundspectrogram of a filtered component of the cat's voice (fn,=1.2 kHz: F1.2) is shown in the bottom right of Fig. 1 . The filtered components of the cat's voice at various center frequencies are shown in Fig. 2 . In this figure, we see that several main components extracted from the cat's voice coincided well with those seen in the sound-spectrogram of the cat's voice. The fundamental frequency of this cat's voice was approximately 0.6 kHz. The dominant component 1.2 kHz (F1.2) corresponded to the 2nd harmonic. The component 1.3 kHz (F1.3) contributed to the abrupt onset of the initial part of the voice. The smallest component of the 3rd harmonic in the sound-spectrogram was approximately 1.8 kHz and the 4th harmonic lay between 2.4 and 2.5 kHz. When those components, i.e., F0.6, F1.2, F1,3, F1.3, and F2.4 , were combined together, the synthesized cat's voice sounded like the original tape-recorded vocalization. The band-rejection filter adjusted to a center frequency of L eliminated the fn component from the cat's voice ; the cat's voice without the L component is denoted by Rfn. In addition, the response patterns of the neurons were examined with tone-bursts and clicks. The recording system of the single neuron activity was conventional. Neuronal activity, acoustic signals and trigger pulses were stored separately on FM tape for the subsequent off-line computation. Using the CAT computer PST (post-stimulus time), histograms were made from the spike data for quantitative measurements. The patterns of PST histograms obtained by the unfiltered cat's voices were compared with those of the cat's voices filtered through the band-pass or band-rejection filter adjusted to various center frequencies, and analysis of these temporal patterns was made in order to deduce contributions of the com- 
RESULTS
In all neurons examined, the response area of an individual unit was determined, and then the intensity level of the cat's voice was chosen according to the response area of the respective neuron. Usually, it ranged from 20 to 30 dB above the CF (characteristic frequency) threshold. At these intensity levels the neurons with CF's below 3 kHz responded to the cat's voice (CV) in varying degrees, while most of the neurons with CF's above 3 kHz did not respond to the CV. This is quite reasonable because little of the frequency components higher than 3 kHz were included in the CV as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, observation was made chiefly on the neurons with CF's below 3 kHz. In all the impulse-histograms shown in this paper the abscissa represents the time (analysis time of 1 second) and the ordinate the number of neuronal impulses occurring in each particular time bin during 70 repetitions of the stimulus. The filled-in histograms represent the neuronal responses to the CV. The histograms drawn by solid line (F) and dotted line (R) represent the responses to Ffn and Rfn; fn is indicated by the numerals in the figure. I. Responses of the primary auditory neurons to the cat's voice An example of the impulse-histograms obtained from a primary auditory neuron in response to the cat's voice is shown on the left in Fig. 3 . The response area of this unit and the characteristics of both band-pass (solid line, the center frequencies of the filter at 1.8, 1.2, and 0.6 kHz) and band-rejection filters (dotted line, a center frequency at 2.4 kHz) at -30 dB are shown on the right. The top histogram represents the responses to the CV at -30 dB. This neuron responded mainly to the vocalization from 80 to 400 ms after the onset of the voice. The total number of spikes encountered during this period was 1,483. In the case of F1 .8 (the center frequency of the filter was 1.8 kHz which was a CF of this unit), the histogram corresponded well to that of the CV for the dominant peaks. The total number of spikes elicited by F1.8 was 1,044 which is nearly the same as that elicited by the CV during the same period of time. It is obvious that the similarity between these histograms is based on the relationship between the response area of this unit and the filter characteristics at 1.8 kHz. In response to F1.3 a small peak can be seen in the histogram 150 to 250 ms after the onset of the stimulus. For both F1.2 and F0.6 the histograms showed only background activities because both frequencies were outside of the response area.
The observation was made with R2.4 and R1.8 in the same unit as above and the response obtained is shown in the lower two histograms. With R2.4 the histogram pattern was nearly the same as that of the CV and the total number of spikes encountered during the same period of vocalization was 1,364. This will be discussed later. A small peak in the histogram (R1.8) represents the responses elicited by other components than 1.8 kHz. The pattern to R1.8 was similar to that of F1.3. This indicates that the response to R1.8 reflects the response to 1.3 kHz component.
Thus, the histogram of this unit to the CV can be approximated by the simple sum of the histogram to F1.8 and that to F1.3. The same conclusion as above was obtained by the same analysis in nine primary auditory neurons examined.
Therefore, the histogram to the CV can be analyzed into several response components by using band-pass or band-rejection filter at the particular center frequencies in either time pattern or probability of neuronal firing.
From the study of the primary auditory neurons, the following equation can be approximated, (1) where Ncv : neuronal responsiveness to CV NF fn : neuronal responsiveness to a filtered component of cat's voice at the center frequency of fn. Here, the neuronal responsiveness is expressed in the form of an impulsehistogram. Observation with R2.4 was made in order to see whether or not the 2.4 kHz component had a two-tone suppression effect. The primary auditory neurons had suppressive areas on both the low and high frequency side of the CF of the respective neuron. The suppressive frequency of this unit on the high frequency side was approximately 2.4 kHz. If this frequency component produces the suppressive influences on the neuronal responses to the CV, it is expected that the elimination of this frequency component (R2.4) would cause a greater effect, that is, (2) where NRfi: neuronal responsiveness to cat's voice without fi component (inhibitory frequency).
In this unit and some other units examined, the formula (2) did not stand.
Responses of the cochlear nucleus neurons to the cat's voice
Nine units obtained from three cats provided satisfactory data for examining the response characteristics of the cochlear nucleus. Figure 4 shows the impulsehistograms for a neuron responding to the CV at different intensity levels (left column) and those to cat's voices filtered through the band-pass (middle column) or band-rejection (right column) filter at different center frequencies indicated by the numeral; stimulus intensity of filtered voices was at the same level (-50 dB). The response area of this unit and the characteristics of the rejection filter with the center frequency of 2.5 kHz at -50 dB (dotted line) are shown at the left bottom corner in this figure. There was a single small peak in the histogram to the CV at -65 dB, which was the threshold intensity. In the histogram at -60 dB, the highest peak coincided with the small peak at -65 dB in time. This indicates that the response of the same nature becomes greater with an increase of the stimulus intensity. In addition to the peak, one earlier and two later peaks began to emerge. When the stimulus intensity was increased to -55 dB, four groups of the response peaks grew. At -50 and -45 dB each peak became larger monotonically. The emergence of the new peaks with subsequent growing due to an increase of stimulus intensity can be explained by the widening of frequency range effective to the response. The response patterns of this unit to the cat's voices filtered through the band-pass or band-rejection filter at different center frequencies were examined at -50 dB. For comparison of the time pattern and the probability of neuronal firing to those stimuli with those to the CV at the same intensity, a control histogram is shown on the top of the middle column. A histogram obtained with F2.5 was very similar to the control histogram to the CV, while with R2.5, no response was elicited. This can be explained by the relationship between the response area and the rejection characteristics at 2.5 kHz as shown in the figure. There is a reciprocal relation between the response pattern to F (band-pass) and that to R (band-rejection). That is, if a unit shows a small response with F fn, it shows a large response with Rfn and vice versa. For the relation between F and R, it is also noteworthy that a histogram to F2.8 is equal to that of R2.4 in time pattern and probability of firing. Similarly, it was found that F2.7=R2.3, F2.6=R2.2, F2.4=R2.8, F2.3-R2.7, F2.2=R2,6 (the mark "=" means the same effect on the response).
Another example shown in Fig. 5 indicates some aspects of inhibitory interaction. The response area of this unit is shown on the right together with both high (H: 2.4 kHz) and low (L: 1.62 kHz) inhibitory tones which were determined by two-tone inhibition: the responses to an excitatory tone of 2.0 kHz at -80 dB were inhibited by these inhibitory tones at -50 dB. On the left the impulsehistogram of responses to the CV, F2.0, R1.62 and R2.4, obtained from this unit, are presented. The temporal patterns of unit responses coincided well with each 
T. WATANABE and Y. KATSUKI where lF fn: inhibitory effect of the cat's voice filtered at N. and NF fn are described previously. In order to explore the inhibitory components included in the CV, two kinds of Rfn, (H: 2.4 kHz, R2.4; L: 1.62 kHz, R1.62) were used. In each histogram of Fig. 5 , the number indicates the total spikes encountered during the stimulation period. With the CV, 1,233 spikes were elicited, while 959 spikes with R1.62 and 2,424 spikes with R2.4 1.62 kHz (L) was an inhibitory frequency at the lower frequency side of the response area. Accordingly, the response to R1.62 was weaker than that to the CV. On the other hand, the response to R2,4 was twice as much as that to the CV. Therefore, it is obvious that the responses to the CV were inhibited by the coexisting frequency component of 2.4 kHz. Thus, formula (2), i.e., Ncv -NRfi stood at the cochlear nucleus. Here, fi was 2.4 kHz, which is at th2 higher frequency side of the CF. In some units, the inhibitory component is at the lower frequency side of the CF and thereby formula (2) also stands.
Responses of the inferior collicular neurons to the cat's voice
The response patterns of single neurons in the inferior colliculus to tonebursts at their CF's were classified into "on", "off", "on-off", "sustained", and types as shown in Fig.  6 . Of these types, "on" type neurons occupied an overwhelming majority in the inferior colliculus. This was also true in the medial geniculate body and the auditory cortex. In the present study 68 collicular units were obtained. Of them, 37 were the "on" type, 19 the "sustained", 9 the "intermediate", 1 the "on-off" and 2 the "off". Examples of the impulse-histograms of the neuronal responses to the CV are presented in Fig. 7 . The "on"-type neurons are shown in the left column and the "sustained" and the "intermediate" type neurons in the right. The histograms are put in order according to the CF's of the units. These histograms show more complicated patterns to the CV than to tone-burst, but becomes simpler at this level than at the lower level, especially in "on" type neurons (Com-pare the histograms of the "on" type unit with a CF of 2.495 kHz and the "intermediate" type unit with a CF of 2.354 kHz in Fig. 7 with the control histogram to the CV at-50 dB in Fig. 4 ; these three units had similar CF's). Some neurons had similar patterns to those of the cochlear nucleus neurons, e.g.,"sustained" units with CF's of 1.269, 1.3, and 1.627 kHz in Fig. 7 . In order to analyze the time pattern and the probability of firing for the histograms to the CV, the bandpass or band-rejection filter was used. The time pattern analysis on three different types of units is shown in Fig. 8 (110-1), an impulse-histogram to the CV is shown on the top. In response to F1 .55 (the center frequency of the filter being the CF of this unit), a single dominant peak appeared and corresponded in time completely with the first peak in the histogram to CV. With R1.55, two peaks appeared. In response to F1 .2, two peaks appeared and corresponded to the second and the third peak, respectively, in the histogram to the CV. A single peak produced with R1 .2 may be the response to a 1.55 kHz component because the peak was very similar to that in the histogram to F1.55. The histogram-pattern to the CV may, therefore, be considered to be the sum of the pattern to F1.55 and that to F1 .2. Similarly, this time pattern analysis also applied to other types of neurons. For the "sustained" type unit (116-6), the histogram to the CV approximated the sum of the pattern to F1 .05 and that to F1.2. For the "intermediate" type unit (116-13), late peaks were due to a component of 0.56 kHz. Thus, the time pattern analysis used in the inferior colliculus was applicable to every type of neuronal response.
When not only the time pattern but also the probability of neuronal firing in the histograms are taken into consideration, the five neurons shown in Fig. 9 indicate some aspects of mutual interaction. In a unit shown on the left (14-14, "on" type) , a histogram to the CV is expressed by the sum of the histogram to F1.7 and that to F1.3 in the sense of the temporal pattern. In the sense of probability, however, as far as the first peak was concerned, the response of the neuron to F1.3 was greater than the corresponding peak in the histogram to the CV. Similarly, for a "sustained" type unit (16-14), the last predominant peak to F1.1 was clearly higher than the corresponding peak to the CV. Both 10-2 ("intermediate" type) and 11-4 ("on" type) units did not respond to the CV's at all, but did well to the filtered cat's voices. Therefore, the mutual inhibitory interaction between coexisting frequency components was also obvious at the collicular level and its degree was different from neuron to neuron. An equation (3) described in the section on the cochlear nucleus is valid at this level. In the "on" type unit (09-10), as shown on the right column, the histogram to the CV coincided completely with that of F2.7 and F2,6 for the peak position of the temporal pattern and approximated the sum of the response to F2,7 and that of F2.6 for the peak height. These kinds of units were not so common.
Responses of the medial geniculate neurons to the cat's voice
Neuronal recording from the medial geniculate body (MG) was confined only to the pars principalis. Figure 10 shows the impulse-histograms of an MG neuron ("on" type) in response to the CV and the cat's voices filtered through band-pass or band-rejection filters. The CF of this unit was 1.063 kHz and the threshold intensity at the CF was -67 dB. The impulse-histograms shown in the left column are arranged according to the recording session. The top histogram represents the responses to the CV at -40 dB: small response components can be seen which consist of a single peak at 100 ms and small sequential peaks between 225 and 425 ms. A similar histogram was obtained in a second trial with the CV (-40 dB) as shown in the 4th histogram. With F1.05 (2nd and 5th histograms), the distinct response components appeared during the period between 225 and 425 ms and at 745 ms as a single peak as shown in the histograms. With R1.05 (3rd and 6th histograms), however, the response component was hardly discernible. With F1 .0 the time pattern of the responses in the histogram was similar to that of F1 .05, but the probability of firing during the period between 225 and 425 ms was different. With R1 .0 the response component was hardly discernible. Out of 24 units recorded from the MG, 13 responded to the CV . Of these 13 units, 5 had nearly the same nature as that of the unit shown in Fig. 10 . The smaller response to the CV than that to the filtered cat's voices (F1 .05 and F1 .0) may be explained by the mutual inhibitory interaction between coexisting frequency components included in the CV. Equation (3) was also valid at the medial geniculate body.
Responses of the cortical neurons in the primary auditory area (AI) to the cat's voice
Single unit recordings from A, were made at the caudal border between the posterior part of the middle ectosylvian gyrus and Ep (ectosylvian posterior area). Most neurons examined had CF's below 3 kHz. Figure 11 shows the impulsehistograms of a unit responding to the CV (on the left side) and the response area of this unit together with rejection characteristics at 1.3 kHz (on the right side).
In the control histogram (CV,-50 dB) two distinct response peaks and several other smaller peaks can be seen. There seemed to be a poor correlation between the histogram to F1 .3 and to the CV in the time pattern of the peaks. With R1.3 two distinct peaks appeared; both of them corresponded in time closely with the 2nd harmonic and the small peak appearing late in the control histogram. The probability of neuronal firing was large. Therefore, it is conceivable that these two particular peaks in the control histogram may be affected by some inhibitory influences due to the coexisting 1.3 kHz component. The two peaks produced with R1.3 may be due to the contribution of the frequency components except for 1.3 kHz. Then a question arises; What acoustic features are necessary for those peaks with R1.3? There seems to be no correlation between the histogram to F1.2 or R1 .2 and that to R1.3 or CV in the time pattern. In the histogram of F1.2 or R1.2 an absence of a distinct peak corresponding with the largest peak to R1.3 seems to be paradoxical. Generally, there is a reciprocal relation between the neuronal response to F fn and that to Rfn; if some unit responds to Ffn, it does not to Rfn, and vice versa. The histogram with F1.1 had some correlation in the temporal pattern to that of R1.3 or CV.
In the histograms shown in Fig. 11 , it is obvious that the neuronal response to the CV is greater than that to Ffn:Ncv>NFfn, where Ffn are F1.3, F1.2, and F1.1. At the lower level up to the medial geniculate body, many neurons showed the relation of Ncv<NFfn, which indicates the existence of mutual inhibitory interactions. The relation Ncv>NFfn, indicates the existence of a facilitatory interaction mechanism. In this particular unit, it may be that the largest peak to R1.3, results from the facilitatory interaction of the frequency components of F1.1, F1.2, etc., and that the largest peak in the control histogram results from the above-mentioned facilitation and, in addition, from inhibitory interactions of 1.3 kHz component. Therefore, the inputs of this unit may consist of both facilitatory and inhibitory ones. Of 24 cortical units explored, 18 showed the relation of Ncv>NFfn.
Another example shown in Fig. 12 represents an aspect of the integrated action of a cortical auditory neuron. The top histogram shows the responses to the CV, in which two distinct peaks were produced at the beginning of the stimulation Fig. 12 . Impulse-histograms of a cortical auditory neuron in response to the CV and to the filtered components of CV (F) at different center frequencies. Calibration, 10 spikes.
period. The CF of this unit was 3.11 kHz and the threshold at the CF was With F3.0 (not shown in this figure), F2.4, F1.8, F1.3, and F1.2, the histograms seemed to show a background activity of the unit. By the visual observation of the CRO display, no response was detected to the filtered cat's voice at different frequencies ranging from 1.15 to 3.5 kHz. This frequency range corresponded to that of the response area at -40 dB. After a series of recordings with the filtered CV stimulation, a control recording (CV,-40 dB) was tried again and a histogram pattern similar to that shown on the top was obtained, this is shown at the bottom. In this particular unit, the responses to the CV only were elicited and those to Ffn were not. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the responses to the CV are due to the mechanism of mutual facilitatory interactions.
Thus, the following equation can be approximated at the auditory cortex :
k: facilitation coefficient.
DISCUSSION
Recent studies in auditory neurophysiology have focused on the neuronal responses to complex sounds. These studies can be classified in two ways according to the nature of complex sounds used as acoustic stimuli : one utilizes artificial sounds such as FM-AM sounds or the combination of two pure tones at various phase differences, and the other, natural sounds such as animal voices including human speech sounds.
From observations using FM sounds it has been widely recognized that the neurons in the higher auditory centers are characterized by directional sensitivity to either an ascending or a descending FM, or selective sensitivity to limited FM rates (df/dt) (SUGA, 1964; WATANABE and OHGUSHI, 1968; WHITFIELD and EVANS, 1965) . BRUGGE et al. (1969) and ROSE et al. (1969) made a quantitative analysis of the discharge patterns of the single auditory nerve fibers in monkeys in response to complex periodic sounds. GOLDSTEIN and KIANG (1968) have shown that the response characteristics of single auditory nerve fibers in cats bear the base of characteristics of the auditory system determined from psychological experiments with a combination tone, 2f1-f2. FEHER and WHITFIELD (1965) briefly reported the response characteristics of the cortical (A,) auditory neurons to complex tonal stimuli, i.e., a combination of one steady tone and one FM or AM tone.
Contrary to the reports cited above, GOLDSTEIN and MUNDIE (1971) have shown that for single auditory nerve fibers in guinea pigs in response to human speech as a complex test signal code, the displacement patterns of the basilar membrane as a function of time regardless of the periodicity or non-periodicity of the auditory stimulus. In their studies the displacement patterns of the basilar membrane produced by an electronic analog of the cochlea responding to the human speech signal coincided with the PST histograms from single auditory nerve fibers. Their findings can be understood reasonably from the experimental results of BRUGGE et al. (1969) and ROSE et al. (1969) . More recently, WOLLBERG and NEWMAN (1972) reported the response patterns of the cortical auditory units to species-specific vocalizations in awake monkeys. By using on-line deletion of parts of a vocalization, they concluded that temporal interactions play an important role in determining the nature of responses. This temporal interaction is not unique for the cortical auditory neurons as it also occurs in single units in the medial geniculate body, the inferior colliculus, and even the cochlear nucleus.
In the present study the response patterns of single auditory neurons were explored along the auditory pathway by using a given cat's voice which consisted of relatively simple harmonic structure. The time pattern and the probability of neuronal firing in the histograms with the CV were analyzed by using a bandpass or band-rejection filter at the particular center frequencies. In all neurons examined at each level of the auditory pathway, the time patterns of the histograms with the CV could be analyzed by this method. In the cochlear nerve, no mutual inhibitory interaction due to the coexisting frequency components in the vocalization was found. However, the interaction was clearly found in the cochlear nucleus and became more evident at higher auditory centers reaching up to the medial geniculate body. Evidence for this interaction was presented in the experiment by which the inhibitory frequency components in the voice were rejected as shown in Fig. 5 . The degree of interaction was different from neuron to neuron. Several collicular neurons did not respond to the CV, but did well to the filtered cat's voices. In an extraordinary case, a similar neuron was also found in the cochlear nucleus. Therefore, the neural process of extracting features of complex sounds is attributed to the mechanism of mutual inhibitory interactions, and the inhibitory interactions are observed up to the medial geniculate body. Previously, KATSUKI et al. (1958) reported that the neuronal response area became progressively narrower as the neuronal level to be examined proceeded from the primary auditory nerve fibers through the cochlear nuclei, the inferior colliculus , and finally to the medial geniculate body. They put forth the explanation that the narrowing phenomenon might be caused by the mutual inhibitory interaction . The present results support their explanation.
Recently AITKIN and WEBSTER (1972) presented results contradictory to ours (KATSUKI et al., 1959) . By measu ring a Q factor, which is the ratio of the best frequency to the bandwidth at 10 dB above threshold at CF, they suggested that the tuning curves were generally broader in the medial geniculate body than in the cochlear nerve fibers.
In order to reconfirm the sharpness of tuning curves for units in the medial geniculate body, the data collected in the present experiment were compared with those of Aitkin and Webster. Figure 13 illustrates a plot of Q factors as a function of CF for units. The abscissa indicates the CF of the units and the ordinate the Q factor. Data were confined to the units with CF's below 5 kHz. In spite of the small sample of data, it was noticed that the neurons having a Q factor higher than 6 occupied almost half of the population. Moreover, two of them had very high Q values (over 30). Aitkin and Webster reported that the large population of Q factors higher than 6 had CF's above 5 kHz. From those results, we may conclude that the majority of the medial geniculate units have sharply tuned response areas. The narrowing of the response area of the medial geniculate units can be attributed to the inhibitory interactions in the synaptic mechanism. As described previously, the mutual inhibitory interaction was UNIT RESPONSE TO CAT'S VOICE 153 Fig. 13 . Q vs. CF. Q factors for 13 tuning curves derived from units in the medial geniculate body. Solid circles indicate "on" type neurons, stars and other symbols "sustained" and "intermediate" type neurons. Calibration, 10 spikes except 15 spikes for P.
observed in this nucleus. Figure 14 shows some aspects of the feature extraction process from complex sounds in the auditory pathway. The impulse-histograms are arranged along the auditory pathway. For comparison, units of similar CF at each level were chosen. The intensity level of the CV is indicated in the figure and corresponds to 25 dB above the CF threshold except in the case of the cochlear nucleus unit (CN), which is 40 dB above the CF threshold. The symbols 's' and 'on' suffixed in IC and MG indicate the 'sustained' and 'on' type neurons, respectively. The span of the response-components in the histograms becomes progressively narrower as the level of the pathway ascends from the primary auditory neuron to the cortical (A1) auditory one.
On the other hand, 75 % of the neurons examined in the Al showed an integrative action. KATSUKI (1966a, b) has already reported on the integrate mechanism at the auditory cortex. In the visual cortex HUBEL and WIESEL (1962) showed the integrate mechanism of receptive fields by convergence from simple to complex cells. From the findings shown in this paper and those described above, it may be said that the auditory cortex is the site of the integration of information of sound components which have already been analyzed at the thalamic level.
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